Lancaster Parks & Recreation
Softball and Baseball
Practice Policy

- All diamonds are on a first come first served basis for practices
- Teams are allowed up to 1 ½ hour practice time on the diamonds
- Weekday practice times start at 5:30 pm and 7:00 pm. If your practice starts at 5:30 pm, you must get off the diamond when another team shows up at 7:00 pm. If you started at 6:00 pm, you still have to get off the diamond by 7:00 pm if another team shows up. If you show up before 7:00 pm, you may practice in any grassy area until a diamond becomes available at 7:00 pm.
- Weekend practices times are at 10:00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00 pm, 2:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 5:30 pm, and 7:00 pm
- No league has territorial rights to ANY park for practices.
- All diamonds other than Miller Park and Martens Park are neighborhood parks. You cannot tell neighborhood kids that you have a certain diamond for practice and they have to leave. You have to wait until they are finished.
- Any diamonds that have been drug and lined off means they are ready for a game and you cannot use it for practice.
- There will be no arguing or fighting with other coaches about practice diamonds. Be adults and work out a compromise.

Failure to comply with this policy could result in a loss of practice privileges at our parks.